The physical mechanisms that contribute to harmonic radiation in free-electron laser systems are examined. Mathematical models for the spontaneous and coherent-spontaneous emission in plane-polarized wigglers are given. How these models are used to perform numerical simulations is discussed. Modifications of the models to incorporate non-ideal free-electron laser effects are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
The radiation from relativistic electrons in free electron lasers (FELs) is concentrated in narrow frequency bands centered at integer multiples of the resonant frequency. The narrow bandwidth of this radiation is caused by interference of the radiation from each of the N periods of the wiggler. The electromagnetic radiation produced at twice the resonant frequency (second harmonic) is a consequence ofthe finite transverse dimensions of the electron beam ". Radiation at harmonic frequencies above the second harmonic appears as a result of doubly-periodic oscillations in the electron's velocity inside the wiggler3. The power observed at the harmonic frequencies can vay significantly depending on the strength of the wiggler magnetic vector poten.tial4. Additional coupling to the harmonic frequencies can also occur when the electron, optical and wiggler axes are misaligned5. To some degree, such misalignment will exist in any physical system in the form of electron beam offsets, wandering of the electron beam inside the wiggler due to field errors and betatron motion of the single-electron trajectories.
An electron beam passing through a wiggler will radiate spontaneously due to the random distribution of its individual electron constituents. The characteristics of this incoherent radiation can be analytically determined5. Alternatively, if the wiggler is long enough or some type of optical feedback is provided, the spontaneous radiation can grow into a large coherent signal as the electrons in the beam begin to bunch6. The extent of the bunching is critically dependent on the radiation wavelength (since bunching must occur at this wavelength) and the statistical characteristics of the electron beam. Proper analysis of such a system can be accomplished through numerical simulation7'8. By incorporating the inhomogeneity of the electron radiators, i.e., the unique three-dimensional position, velocity and field vectors experienced by each electron, an accurate prediction of the fundamental and harmonic radiation output can be made.
In the quest for coherent short-wavelength radiation one is interested in determining the level of the harmonic coherent-spontaneous emission in FELs. Plane-polarized wigglers lend themselves to harmonic production owing to the non-uniform axial component of the electrons' motion in the sinusoidal wiggler magnetic field. Therefore, the following discussions will assume a plane-polarized wiggler field configuration.
To model as many effects as possible one should begin with the most general description of the electron radiation source. Short of modeling the exact wiggle trajectory of each electron9 ,a distributed transverse source function for each electron can be used10. This theory is valid assuming one confines the analysis to the framework of a single-frequency coherent-spontaneous emission model. By definition the distributed model assumes the electromagnetic source for each electron is disirthuied over its wiggle amplitude. Using this model, harmonic coupling caused by misalignments and transverse gradients is automatically included. In the limiting case where the guiding centers of the electrons travel parallel to the wiggler axis, the distributed source model predicts the generation of even harmonic radiation with odd-symmetry in the electron wiggle plane and odd harmonic radiation patterns with even transverse symmetry.
In Section 2. a brief review of the theory ofspontaneous emission for typical FEL configurations is given.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the understanding and modeling of the various effects that contribute to coherent-spontaneous harmonic emission in FELs. In Section 3. a description of the theory for harmonic radiation from plane-polarized wiggler magnetic fields caused by non-uniform axial electron motion, electron density gradients, transverse electron drift motion, transverse wiggler magnetic field gradients and harmonic Fourier components of the wiggler magnetic field is given. The conclusions, including one person's view of what lies ahead in the area of FEL harmonic theory and simulation, are contained in Section 4.
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
Wigglers are used as insertion devices in high energy storage rings to boost the power levels of available incoherent electromagnetic radiation. The simplest configuration is a plane-polarized wiggler of length L = NA and peak magnetic field strength B, driven by an electron beam of energy 7inc2. The energy radiated by each electron of charge q = -e per unit solid angle and frequency bandwidth is given by5 ::;:i
where
fo = 8(fe)(70) cos (3) e= 4(1+a/2+72O2) (4) and IeIBw)w aw= 2 (5) 2irmc i the normalized wiggler magnetic vector potential. The radiation wavelength is )tr, I is the harmonic number and Jm(Z) represents the Bessel function of the first kind of order m. Here it has been assumed that the wiggler lies along the z-axis and the angles 0 and 4' are formed by the intersection of the line of observation, call it ñ, with the z-axis and the angle made by the intersection of the projection of ñ onto the zy-plane with the x-axis, respectively. The harmonic radiation pattern described in Eq. (1) has multiple lobes where the number of lobes is equal to the harmonic number. The majority of the radiation is contained within a forward cone of angle 0 1/7.
In principle, this radiation can be enhanced by constructing a composite wiggler formed by two wigglers each having N magnetic periods and separated by a distance Ld. The radiation from this configuration is given in terms of Eq.(1) as11 d21 d21 dfIdw = 2d {1 + cos[2r(N + Nd)]) (6) I I where Nd S the number of optical wavelengths an electron falls behind the optical wave in the dispersive section between the wigglers. Dispersive sections containing a magnetic field are commonly used to reduce the overall length between the wiggler sections. The maximum enhancement of a factor of 2 in power from this (optical klystron) configuration cannot be achieved unless an electron beam of sufficient quality can be To achieve harmonic output power above the spontaneous level one must achieve e ) , where e represents the phase space area (irx ernittance) of the electron beam, (in at least some spatial section of the electron beam) so that bunching can occur. For this case the coherent-spontaneous emission must be calculated.
COHERENT SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
As previously mentioned, coherent-spontaneous emission arises due to the bunching of the electron beam. In an oscillator or amplifier this bunching is normally produced by the interaction of the electrons with radiation at the fundamental frequency. Since the bunching is a non-linear process, small axial density components are produced at the harmonics of the fundamental bunching wavelength. Coherent harmonic emission can then take place, where the strength of the radiation source is proportional to the amplitude of the density component at the harmonic of interest, and the sum over transverse space of the distributed sources from each electron. The analytical form of the distributed electron sources has been previously derived10 and only the results of the formalism are of interest here.
The analysis of coherent radiation in FELs typically begins with the wave equation in the paraxial limit. The paraxial approximation is ideally suited for the analysis of the tightly collimated coherent emission from 
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for the odd harmonics and S(y) = -8efkku., e*jb1 sin{f[sin 20r(y) + Or(y)}}eu1mn9r()
for the even harmonics where is the interaction strength parameter given in analogy with Eq.(4) by -a,
-4(1+a/2+721)
and o is the angular coupling factor defined c=8(iL) (12) Note that the bracketed term in Eq.(12) is a ratio of the transverse drift velocity of an electron to its peak wiggle velocity. This ratio must be small for these results to be valid. Comparing Eq.(12) to Eq. For reference, the solid line plots the source function for o = 0. Note that the real part of the source function is only slightly modified from its u = 0 value despite the large value of ti assumed for these calculations. As seen from Figure 2 , misalignment of an electron in the wiggler introduces coupling to modes with the opposite transverse symmetry compared to the perfectly aligned case.
To accurately model the radiation pattern of an ensemble of electrons, the distributed transverse source dependence of the individual electrons must be retained. This can be be done by converting the smoothly varying distributed source functions of Eqs.(9) and (10) into discrete (6-function) sources. For simulation purposes, these discrete sources can then be interpolated onto a numerical gird. The lowest order discrete source for an electron isjust a 5-function located at the guiding center position ofthe electron. The amplitude of this source is given by the transverse average of the distributed source functions. This term is referred to as the monopole source term and is identical to the results obtained from a one-dimensional treatment5'10. As seen from Eq.(10) the lowest order amplitude for the even harmonics in the limit 0 is zero due to the odd symmetry of the sine term. To obtain a nonvanishing amplitude for the even harmonics in this limit we must go to higher order. The next order discrete source for an electron would be a pair of 5-functions in an odd configuration as shown in Figure 3 . This term is referred to as the dipole source term. The amplitudes for this source and the third order discrete source (tripole) have been derived elsewhere'0.
The wave equation including the three discrete source terms can now be written
2cKl / SPIE Vol. 1227 Free-Electron Lasers andApplications (1990) where the three source terms on the right-hand side are given by: . Mono-pole term Si(y) = ( i4irIfk$aWiK(l)( T)ö(y -)eI ). Including higher order source terms in the sum in Eq. (13) will not significantly improve the accuracy of the calculation since these terms are effectively averaged out by the electron ensemble, assuming the transverse density profile is smoothly varying. A three-dimensional simulation code incorporating Eq. (13)- (17) has been written. A typicalresult of the code is the odd symmetry of the even harmonic radiation patterns as shown in Figure 4 . Comparison of the simulation results with the power produced at the second through seventh harmonic 'of the Stanford Mark III FEL'3 were initially conducted. The simulation results were in good agreement with the experimental measurements for the first four harmonics as reported by Bamford and Deacon'4. Closer comparisons of experiment and simulation will require more accurate measurement of the electron beam location in the wiggler and resolution of the transverse harmonic intensity profiles on a micropulse time scale.
The gradient of the transverse wiggler field also contributes to the radiation at the harmonic frequencies. However, this coupling is small for conventional FELs. The radiation into the even harmonics caused by gradients in the wiggler field will be (\W/irrC)4 times weaker than the radiation caused by gradients in the electron beam density'°. This is what one would intuitively expect since the wiggler field gradient caused by the large separation of the wiggler magnets is much smaller than the density gradient inside the narrow electron beam.
Harmonic wiggler magnetic field components also affect the radiation at the harmonic frequencies'5. Defining the amplitude of the harmonic wiggler vector potential at the 1th harmonic of the fundamental wiggler wavelength by a,, the coupling coefficient, bk'(, a), in the monopole source term of Eq.(14) must be modified by the addition of the term
where we assumed a, This term can either increase or decrease the coupling to the harmonics depending on the phase (sign) of the magnetic field B, in a,. Harmonic wiggler vector potential components of 10% the fundamental value have been experimentally measured'6. For conventional FEL configurations the harmonic wiggler components modify the harmonic radiated power by a factor of 2 or less. 
CONCLUSIONS
Formalisms now exist to calculate the spontaneous radiation of FELs at the harmonic frequencies in both the incoherent and coherent regimes. Simulations of harmonic emission for present FEL devices show good agreement with experimental measurements. Modeling of the harmonics in more complicated FEL configurations that include tapered wigglers, prebunchers and optical klystrons will be studied in the future. Multi-pass interactions including harmonic as718 and interference effects of coherent-spontaneous emission19 will also be examined.
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